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Abstract. Global recurrence plots (GRPs) and windowed recurrence quantification analysis (WRQA) are two

recurrence paradigms which find wide applications to detect the onset of instability in a dynamic system. The

present work reports the attempt to employ these recurrence paradigms to assess the effect of frontal gust on the

force patterns of an insect-sized flapping wing in the inclined-stroke plane. Horizontal and vertical forces

generated by the flapping wing in the presence of gusts of the form uG
uw

¼ u1
uw

þ
ug
uw

� �

sin 2p
fg

fw
t

� �

were numer-

ically estimated in the 2D reference frame for Re = 150. Nine gusts with combinations of the ratio of gust

frequency to wing’s flapping frequency, fg/fw = 0.1, 0.5 and 1 and ratio of gust velocity amplitude to root mean

square averaged flapping velocity, ug/uw = 0.1, 0.5 and 1 were considered. Recurrence studies of the forces were

carried out to find out the gusty condition, which would trigger an onset of unstable behaviour. Studies indicated

a possible onset of instability in the force patterns for gust with fg/fw = 0.1 and ug/uw = 1. The onset of

unstable behaviour was prominently captured by WRQA of the vertical force coefficient based on determinism

(DET) and laminarity (LAM) series.

Keywords. Insect-sized flapping wing; inclined-stroke plane; frontal gust; global recurrence plots; windowed

recurrence quantification analysis.

1. Introduction

Flapping foils find applications in wind energy harvesting

as well as anthropogenic flyers like Pico Aerial Vehicles

(PAVs). Studies on aerodynamics of flapping wing with

different wing kinematics [1–3], wing geometry [4], modes

of flight like hovering [5], ascending [6], descending [7],

forward flight [8], gliding [9], manoeuvres [10],tandem

wing-to-wing positions and kinematics [11] are available in

literature. Aero-elastic studies of deforming flapping wings

and aero-acoustics have also been reported [12–16]. Studies

of ground effects on the flow field in the vicinity of the

flapping wings [17, 18] and swarm dynamics [19] have also

been documented. Reviews [20–23] published over the past

decade have covered these aspects in details.

One important aerodynamic facet of flapping wings is

evaluating their performance in the presence of gust. From

the experimental studies of small aerial vehicles’ flight in

the atmospheric boundary layer at a height of 4 m above

ground [24], it was observed that the roll rates induced by

gust increased with a reduction in the span. Numerical

evaluation of the effect of the gusty atmosphere on sta-

tionary and plunging airfoil [25] indicated that gusty inflow

with relatively low frequency could be approximated with a

quasi-steady approach for stationary airfoils. Numerical

studies of the adverse effects of a sinusoidal gust on flap-

ping wings resulting in the crash of small aerial vehicles

were carried out in 2D reference frame [26]. Algebraic

moving grid techniques [27] and LES formulations with

sub-grid stress [28] have been applied to investigate the

flapping airfoil in a gusty environment. These studies

reported that the effective angle of attack influenced the

structure of leading-edge vortices and consequently the

instantaneous vertical and horizontal forces. Effects of a

sinusoidal gust on tandem wings [29] have also been

reported. These studies indicated that for tandem flapping

wings, stationary hind-wing improved gust insensitivity and

increased vertical force generation. 2D numerical study of

pure and sinusoidal hovering asymmetric flight under zero

mean gust using a Lagrangian particle-based algorithm [30]
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reported that mean lift forces exhibited improvements with

an increase in fluctuation of the gust amplitude. 2D

numerical studies of flow physics in the vicinity of a vari-

able camber plunge airfoil under gusty conditions [31]

revealed that variable camber airfoils were capable of

mitigating undesirable load on flapping wings under gusty

conditions. These studies revealed that for a set of camber

shapes, the force pattern was not affected by gust within a

certain frequency or gust amplitude band. 3D numerical

studies of horizontally flapping wings in the presence of

lateral, downward and frontal gusts [32] revealed that the

aerodynamic response of insect-scaled flapping wings

strongly depended on mutual orientation of the wing stroke

plane and the gust velocity vector.

Studies reported thus far on the performance of flapping

wing under gusty conditions predominantly focused on

estimating thrust or lift patterns alone. Most of the kine-

matics were confined to pitching and plunging in either

horizontal or vertical plane. Gust frequencies, considered for

many of these studies were an order of magnitude lower than

the flapping frequency. Reynolds number was in the range of

103 to 104. Findings of these studies were reported based on

the time series of forces, non-dimensional force coefficients

or their cycle averaged values. The onset of unstable be-

haviour in flapping wing systems due to gust was explained

using numerical visualization techniques like surface pres-

sure contours, 2D or 3D streamlines, vorticity contours,

Q-criteria, k2 criteria, Lagrangian coherent structures [33] or

proper orthogonal decomposition [34]. Some of these

approaches are computationally expensive. However, there

exist computationally cost-effective yet efficient and simple

mathematical paradigms to examine the onset of unsta-

ble behaviour in flapping wing systems due to gust. These

paradigms are based on the recurrence algorithms applied to

the time series of the force patterns of the system.

Traces of recurrence algorithms date back to the Mayan

Civilization [35]. Recurrence paradigms have been used by

renowned mathematicians like Poincare [36] and Monk

[37]. The modern foundation of recurrence plot was laid by

Eckmann [38]. Since then, variants of recurrence plots like

the global recurrence plots [39], un-thresholded recurrence

plots [40], recurrence plots based on corridor threshold [40],

perpendicular recurrence plots [41], iso-directional recur-

rence plots [42] and windowed recurrence plots [43, 44]

have been reported. While the recurrence plots with the

typology like homogeneity, periodicity, drift and disruption

provided an insight into the behaviour of a dynamic system,

researchers and mathematicians always felt a need for a

quantitative description of the system’s dynamics. This need

has lead to the postulation of Recurrence Quantification

Analysis (RQA). Based on the diagonal structures of the

recurrence plots, five recurrence variables viz. recurrence

rate, determinism (aka predictability), maximum length of

the diagonal structure of recurrence plot (inverse aka

divergence), entropy and trend (aka drift) were proposed

[45]. Later, three more variables based on the vertical

structures of the recurrence plots were formulated [46].

These variables include laminarity, trapping time and

maximum length of the vertical structures. It was claimed

that these new measures could find chaos-chaos transitions

and made the investigation of intermittency possible even

from short and non-stationary data series. These recurrence

paradigms have been applied to analyze the behaviour of

dynamic systems in different disciplines of research like

mathematics, strange attractors, applied physics, physiol-

ogy, medicine, environmental, earth sciences, psychology

and the stock market. Recurrence studies of flapping wing in

2D and constant inflow condition have been reported in [47]

to establish the intermittence route to chaos for a flapping

system with purely vertically plunge kinematics. Plunging

amplitude was considered as the control parameter. Recur-

rence rate, determinism and maximum length were

employed for conclusively establishing the onset of chaos.

A recent work [48] based on the fluid–structure interaction

of flapping wing in forward flight with constant inflow in an

inviscid fluid employed recurrence plots to understand the

chaotic behaviour of the dynamic system. The amplitude of

the wing actuation force was considered as the control

parameter to investigate different complex states of the

system.

From these literatures, it was observed that even though

recurrence studies have been applied to different research

areas, only limited works on employing the recurrence

algorithms to understand the behaviour of flapping wings

were available. Also, in these limited works, the flapping

wings’ studies were limited to quiescent flow field or with

constant inflow conditions.

In light of the above aspects, the present work

focused on applying global recurrence plots (GRP) and

windowed recurrence quantification analysis (WRQA) to

analyze the force patterns generated by an insect-sized

flapping wing in the inclined-stroke plane under the

influence of non-zero mean frontal gust and examine the

possibility of instability. Control parameters considered

in these studies were gust frequency and gust amplitude.

All the recurrence variables reported in [45] and [46]

were considered.

2. Methodology

Numerical formulation, computational domain, grid struc-

ture and boundary conditions are briefly reported. Kine-

matics considered are briefly described. Subsequently,

domain, grid, time-step independence studies and valida-

tion studies of the solver are reported. Gust model and their

details are reported in the next sub-section. A brief intro-

duction of the recurrence studies has been given at the end

of this section.
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2.1 Numerical formulation

2D unsteady Navier-Stokes equations were solved using the

finite volume formulation, considering incompressible and

laminar flow for Re = 150. This Reynolds number belongs

to the typical operational regime of a natural flyer like the

Fruit Fly [49] and anthropogenic flyer like the PAVs [50].

Mach number of flapping insect flight is of the order of

10-1 [51]. Hence, the assumption of incompressible flow

regime was justified. Experimental studies of flow past

circular cylinders [52, 53] reported that transition from

laminar to turbulent flow occurs at Re = 180 ± 5. This

supported the assumption of laminar flow regime for the

present studies. Mass and momentum equations were

solved in a fixed inertial reference frame [54]. The generic

integral form of the conservation equation for a scalar

quantity [ on an arbitrary control volume, V, with moving

boundaries inside it is given in (1):

d

dt

Z

V�

q;dV�þ

Z

oV

q;ðu~� ug
!Þ � dA~

¼

Z

oV�

CD; � dA~þ

Z

V�

S/dV�

ð1Þ

Here q is the fluid density, u~ is the flow velocity, ug
! is the

velocity of the moving mesh, C is the diffusion coefficient

and S/ is a source term. Second order upwind spatial dis-

cretization and second-order implicit temporal discretiza-

tion were used for the present studies. Pressure Implicit

with Splitting of Operator (PISO) scheme [55] was

employed for pressure-velocity coupling. The solution was

considered to be converged when mass and momentum

residues dropped below 10-6. Spring-based smoothing and

local re-meshing based on size functions were used for

updating the mesh while marching in time and simulating

the flapping motion of the wing. In the spring-based

smoothing approach, the edges between any two mesh

nodes were modelled as a network of interconnected

springs. The initial spacing of the edges before any

boundary motion was considered to be in an equilibrium

state. A displacement at a given boundary node generated a

force. This force resulted in a proportional displacements of

all the associated springs connected to that node. The ori-

entation of nodes at the subsequent time-step was arrived at

by incorporating these displacement perturbations to the

position of the linked nodes in the present time step. In the

local re-meshing approach, elemental cells were divided or

combined to maintain the size function resolution. For

determining the size function, the solver demarcated a

bounding box around the zone. Shortest feature length was

then located within this bounding box. Subsequently, the

bounding box was subdivided based on the shortest feature

length and the size function resolution. With this informa-

tion grid were re-generated. The shortest feature length was

then again determined by creating a secondary box around

the zone under consideration and then selecting the shortest

edge in that box. Subsequently, the size function was

evaluated at the vertex of each individual background grid

and the re-gridding process was repeated. The smoothening

and re-meshing processes were repeated at every time step.

Finite volume formulation based solver ANSYS Fluent was

used.

2.2 Domain details and boundary conditions

Details of the computational domains ABHG and its

decomposition are shown in figure 1. The wing was

bounded by a sub-domain, !, of elliptical shape. Grids in

this sub-domain were non-deforming quadrilateral grids.

This sub-domain moved along with the wing during the

simulation. This non-deforming sub-domain was bounded

by a rectangular flow sub-domain, CDFE.

Grids in this sub-domain CDEF were triangular grids

which re-gridded and re-meshed as the wing with the non-

deforming sub-domain, !, marched in time and moved as

per the prescribed flapping kinematics. Details of the grid

are shown in figure 2.

Figure 1. Details of the computational domain.

Figure 2. Details of the grid.
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The wing was attributed with impervious wall boundary

condition. Edges CD and EF were considered as interior

edges. Edge AB was attributed with velocity-inflow

boundary condition. User-defined function (UDF), a sub-

routine program written in C, prescribing the gusty velocity

inflow conditions was developed and attributed to this edge.

Edge GH was attributed with pressure outlet boundary

condition. Edges AC, CE, EG, BD, DF and FH were

attributed with symmetric boundary condition.

2.3 Kinematics

Simulations were carried out for inclined-stroke plane

kinematics (figure 3).

Wing followed the translational position along X and Y

axis during flapping as given in (2):

x tð Þ; y tð Þ½ � ¼
A0

2
1þ cos 2pf�tð Þ cos b; sin bð Þ ð2Þ

Details of the kinematics are given in table 1.

Here, f* is the non-dimensionalized flapping frequency,

A0/c is the ratio of stroke length, A0 to the wing chord

length, c and b is the stroke inclination in degree. The wing

rotated about the middle of the chord. For kinematics-1

[17, 56], the wing rotated continuously during the entire

flapping cycle. For kinematics-2 [57], wing rotation was

confined to 20% of the flapping cycle during pronation and

supination. Angle made by the wing with the inclined

stroke plane during upstroke and downstroke were 15� and

50.6�, respectively. Separate UDFs for each kinematics

were written.

Kinematics-1 was used for carrying out the convergence

studies of the numerical model. The numerical model was

then validated against benchmark cases with both the

kinematics. Subsequently, kinematics-2 was used to study

force patterns of the flapping wing under the influence of

frontal gust.

2.4 Convergence and validation studies

Convergence studies include domain, grid and time-step

independency studies, details of which are reported below.

2.4a Domain independence study: Domain independence

study aimed to arrive at the minimum size of the compu-

tational domain. Three domain sizes were considered for

this study. Details are given in table 2.

Here c is the dimensional chord length of the wing

(length of the major axis of the ellipse). The domain extent

along X-axis was chosen based on extent along X-axis

considered in the previously reported works [25–29] and

kept constant to give sufficient room for the wake to travel

downstream. The extent along Y-axis was incremented by

5c on either side. Comparative plots of the predicted

instantaneous horizontal and vertical force coefficients are

shown in figures 4(a) and (b), respectively.

From the domain independence study, it was observed

that there were no significant differences between the pre-

dicted instantaneous vertical and horizontal force coeffi-

cients using Domain 2 and Domain 3. Hence Domain 2 was

chosen for carrying out further simulations.

2.4b Grid independence study: Grid independence study

aimed to arrive at the minimum grids resolution for the

simulation. Three grids were considered for this study.

Details of the grids on the contour of the wing and the

entire computational domain are given in table 3.

Figure 3. Inclined-stroke plane kinematics [56].

Table 2. Details of the domain.

Domain x y

Domain 1 [-12c, 30c] [-5c, 5c]

Domain 2 [-12c, 30c] [-10c, 10c]

Domain 3 [-12c, 30c] [-15c, 15c]

Table 1. Details of the kinematics.

Kinematics Re f* A0/c b (deg) Wing cross-sectional details Reference

Kinematics-1 157 0.1273 2.5 60.0 Ellipse; thickness ratio 0.25 [17, 56]

Kinematics-2 150 0.0637 5.0 62.8 Flat plate; 2% thickness to chord ratio [57]
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Here, grids on the wing contour for Grid 2 and Grid 3

were increased by two and three times as compared to Grid

1. No. of grids in the domain for Grid 2 and Grid 3 were

increased by approximately four and sixteen times as

compared to Grid 1. Comparative plots of the predicted

instantaneous horizontal and vertical force coefficients are

shown in figures 5(a) and (b), respectively.

From the grid independence study, it was observed that

there was no significant difference in the predicted instan-

taneous vertical and horizontal force coefficients using Grid

2 and Grid 3. Hence Grid 2 was chosen for carrying out

further simulations.

2.4c Time-step independence study: Three time-steps viz.

T/200, T/300 and T/600 were considered for this study.

Here, T is the flapping period. Comparative plots of the

predicted instantaneous horizontal and vertical force coef-

ficients are shown in figures 6(a) and (b), respectively.

From the time-step independence study, it was observed

that there was no significant difference in the predicted

instantaneous vertical and horizontal coefficients for sim-

ulations with time-steps smaller than T/300. Hence time-

step chosen for further simulations was T/300.

2.4d Validation study: Comparison of instantaneous non-

dimensional horizontal and vertical force coefficients, as

predicted by the present methodology, with benchmark

cases documented by Wang [56], Gao et al [17] and Sud-

hakar and Vengadesan [57] at Re = 157 for kinematics-1

are shown in figures 7(a) and (b), respectively.

Vorticity plots at different temporal instances during

flapping following kinematics-1 were compared against the

plots documented in Xu and Wang [58]. They are shown in

figures 8(a), (b), (c) and (d).

Figure 4. (a) Comparative plots of domain independence studies

of horizontal force coefficient. (b) Comparative plots of domain

independence studies of vertical force coefficient.

Table 3. Details of the grids.

Grid

No. of grids on the wing’s

contour

No. of grids in the

domain

Grid 1 54 9,000

Grid 2 108 35,600

Grid 3 216 1,41,100

Figure 5. (a) Comparative plots of grid independence studies of

horizontal force coefficient. (b) Comparative plots of grid

independence studies of vertical force coefficient.
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Comparison of instantaneous non-dimensional vertical

force coefficient, as predicted by the present methodology,

with a benchmark case reported by Sudhakar and Ven-

gadesan [57] at Re = 150 for kinematics-2 is shown in

figure 9.

These comparisons revealed that the present numerical

methodology could handle the unsteady flow physics of

flapping wing with reasonable accuracy. For rest of the

simulation studies, kinematics-2 [57] was used.

2.5 Gust model and details

Harland and Jacob [59] reported different expressions to

represent gust. Most commonly adopted temporally varying

gust models amongst them were sharp-edged gust and

oscillatory gust models. For the present study, the oscilla-

tory gust model was chosen. The generic form is as given in

(3):

uG

uw
¼

u1

uw
þ

ug

uw

� �

sin 2p
fg

fw
t

� �

ð3Þ

Here, uG is the gust velocity in m/s, u
?

is mean free

stream velocity in m/s, ug is gust amplitude in m/s, fg is gust

frequency in Hz, fw is the wing flapping frequency in Hz

and t is time in second. The velocities were non-dimen-

sionalized using uw, the root mean square average flapping

velocity of the wing in m/s. For the present study, combi-

nation of fg/fw = 0.1, 0.5 & 1.0 and ug/uw = 0.1, 0.5 and 1.0

were considered. This resulted in nine gust models. Details

are given in table 4.

2.6 Recurrence studies

Recurrence studies reported in the present work are Global

Recurrence Plots (GRP) and Windowed Recurrence

Quantification Analysis (WRQA). GRP is an X-Y plot of

the times at which a phase space trajectory visits roughly

the same area in the phase space diagram at a given

moment in time. They describe the distances of every point

x(i) to all the other points x(j) in the phase space diagram.

The plot is represented by the mathematical expression

given in (4):

Dist i; jð Þ ¼ 0 x ið Þ � x jð Þk kð Þ ð4Þ

Here, i and j = 1, 2, 3,……N, k•k is the Euclidean norm

operator and 0(•) is the colour code operator that maps the

distance to a colour scale. The colour scale in the present

work was varied from black to white colour. Black colour

in the plot indicated that the points were located close to

each other and white colour indicated that the points were

located farther apart in the phase space plot.

Textures of the GRPs primarily give a qualitative insight

into the behaviour of a dynamic system. Textures indicate

whether the behaviour of a dynamic system is homogenous,

oscillating, drifting or chaotic in nature. However, they do

not distinctly confirm the inferences in a quantitativemanner.

This subjectivity was addressed by carrying out WRQA of

the predicted force patterns. WRQA helped to quantitatively

assess any event and precisely judge the possibility of an

onset of a system’s unstable behaviour. In the present study,

all the variables reported in [45] and [46] were employed.

They are recurrence rate (RR), determinism (DET), lami-

narity (LAM), trapping time (TT), ratio (RATIO), entropy

(ENTR), maximum line (Lmax) and trend (TREND). In the

present study, time period of one flapping cycle was con-

sidered as one window period width. This choice was based

on the fact that gust caused variation in the inflow conditions

between two consecutive flapping cycles. It was envisaged to

assess that whether due to the difference in the inflow con-

ditions, the recurrence variables exhibited uneven fluctua-

tions for a given pair of frequency and velocity ratios. A

noticeable uneven fluctuation in the recurrence variable

series would indicate an onset of instability. Standard devi-

ations of these recurrence variable series were also calculated

to ascertain uncertainty or the uneven fluctuation of the

Figure 6. (a) Comparative plots of time-step independence

studies of horizontal force coefficient. (b) Comparative plots of

time-step independence studies of vertical force coefficient.
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series. The lowest fg/fw ratio considered in the present study

was 0.1 i.e., one gust cycle covered ten flapping cycles.

Hence force pattern variations between 20th and 30th flapping

cycles were considered while computing the recurrence

variable series. This duration was chosen since variation in

force patterns between 10th and 20thflapping cycle and 20th to

30th flapping cycles were similar. The threshold for com-

puting the recurrence variables was chosen in such a way that

the Recurrence Rate was approximately 1% [60]. All vari-

ables were calculated for a dimension of 1. Euclidean norm

was used while defining the neighbourhood radius.

3. Results and discussions

3.1 Force coefficients

Aerodynamic force vectors were resolved along the hori-

zontal (X-axis) and vertical (Y-axis) directions. Typical

force vector resolutions are shown in figures 10(a) and (b).

Forces were non-dimensionalized with the dynamic force

based on mean free-stream velocity. Temporal variation of

the horizontal and vertical force coefficients (non-dimen-

sionalized forces) are shown in figures 11(a) and (b).

3.2 Phase space diagrams

Phase space diagrams based on vertical to horizontal force

coefficients are shown in figures 12(a)–(i). These plots

represented the correlation between the force coefficients

under nine different frontal gust conditions. For all the

plots, the abscissa and ordinate scales were maintained

similar so as to prominently bring out the relative differ-

ences among the nine phase space diagrams.

It was observed that the phenomenon remained bounded

and did not become chaotic. However, for gust with fg/

fw = 0.1 and ug/uw = 1& 0.5 i.e., gust 7 and 8, the

Figure 7. (a) Comparative plots of validation studies of horizontal force coefficient for kinematics-1. (b) Comparative plots of

validation studies of vertical force coefficient for kinematics-1.
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correlation between the forces was distorted as compared to

the others. This indicated that a gust with a temporal

oscillation frequency of an order lesser than the flapping

frequency and gust amplitude of same or half order as the

root mean square average flapping velocity created an

unstable force pattern and thus an unstable flight condition.

3.3 Global recurrence plots (GRPs)

Figure 13(a)–(i) show the GRPs for all the simulations with

nine different frontal gust conditions. Textures of the plots

were indicators of the relationships between the horizontal

and vertical force coefficients. The regular checkerboard

pattern of the GRPs indicated that the variations of the

force patterns were uniform and periodic in nature. How-

ever, recurrence patterns for the gust 7 and 8 with fg/fw-
= 0.1 and ug/uw = 1 and 0.5 were observed to be slightly

uneven and different from the other recurrence patterns.

This was an indication that the force patterns of flapping

wings under the influence of gust 7 and 8 were different

from the other force patterns.

3.4 Windowed recurrence quantitative analysis

The mathematical basis for calculating the recurrence vari-

ables are reported in this section. Comparative plots of the

windowed series of all eight recurrence variables are shown.

Standard deviations of thesewindowed serieswere computed

and are tabulated here. Standard deviation is higher for a

more unevenly fluctuating recurrence variable series.

Uneven fluctuation of the recurrence variable series implied

unstable force patterns caused due to gusty inflow condition.

3.4a Recurrence rate (RR): Recurrence rate is the measure

of the density of recurrence points. It is computed using (5)

as below:

RR ¼
1

N2

XN

i;j¼1
R
m;e
i;j � 100 ð5Þ

Here N is the length of data series and R
m;e
i;j is the recur-

rence matrix of an m-dimensional phase space trajectory

and a neighborhoods radius e. In the present case, m was

chosen as 1 and e was chosen in such a manner that most of

the RRs in the WRQA were approximately 1% [60]. RR

Figure 9. Comparative plots of validation studies of vertical

force coefficient for kinematics-2.

Table 4. Details of the gust models.

Gust models fg/fw ug/uw

Gust 1 1.0 1.0

Gust 2 1.0 0.5

Gust 3 1.0 0.1

Gust 4 0.5 1.0

Gust 5 0.5 0.5

Gust 6 0.5 0.1

Gust 7 0.1 1.0

Gust 8 0.1 0.5

Gust 9 0.1 0.1

Figure 8. Comparision of vorticity contours during different time-steps of flapping cycle for kinematics-1.
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series for force coefficients are shown in figure 14(a) and

(b).

It was observed from the comparative plots of the RR

series that for gusts with fg/fw of 0.1 and ug/uw = 0.1, 0.5

and 1 i.e., gust 7, 8 and 9, the RR series exhibited more

uneven fluctuation as compared to other RR series with

higher fg/fw values.

3.4b Determinism (DET): Determinism (aka predictability)

is the ratio of recurrence points that form a diagonal line of

length lmin to all the recurrence points. For systems with

stochastic nature, DET has smaller value and for systems

with periodic behaviour, DET has larger values. It is

computed using (6) as below:

DET ¼

PN
l¼lmin

lPe lð Þ
PN

i;j R
m;e
i;j

� 100 ð6Þ

Here Pe lð Þ is the frequency distribution of the lengths l of

the diagonal structures in the recurrence plot with a

neighborhoods radius e and lmin is the minimum threshold

diagonal line. For the present studies, lmin = 2 was con-

sidered. DET series for the horizontal and vertical force

coefficients are shown in figures 15(a) and (b).

Comparative plots showed that DET series of force pat-

terns with gust having fg/fw = 0.1 and ug/uw = 1 i.e., gust 7

fluctuated more unevenly as compared to other DET series.

3.4c Laminarity (LAM): Laminarity is the ratio of recur-

rence points that form a vertical line of length vmin to all the

recurrence points. It is the measure of the number of ver-

tical structures in the whole recurrence plot and represents

the occurrence of a laminar state in the system without

describing the length of these laminar phases. LAM gen-

erally decreases if the occurrence of single recurrence

points is more than the vertical structures. Mathematical

expression to compute LAM is given in (7):

LAM ¼

PN
v¼vmin

vPe vð Þ
PN

i;j R
m;e
i;j

� 100 ð7Þ

Here Pe vð Þ is the frequency distribution of the lengths

v of the vertical structures in the recurrence plot with a

neighborhoods radius e and vmin is the minimum

threshold vertical line. For the present studies, vmin = 2

was considered. LAM series for the horizontal and

vertical force coefficients are shown in figures 16(a) and

(b).

As observed for DET series, LAM series of the force

patterns with gust having fg/fw = 0.1 and ug/uw = 1 i.e.,

gust 7 exhibited more uneven fluctuations as compared to

the other LAM series.

3.4d Trapping time (TT): Trapping time is computed from

the vertical structures of the recurrence plots. It represents

information about the amount and length of the vertical

structures in the recurrence plots. It measures the meantime

that the system will be trapped in a specific state. TT is

computed as given in (8):

Figure 10. Force vector resolutions.
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TT ¼

PN
v¼vmin

vPe vð Þ
PN

v¼vmin
Pe vð Þ

ð8Þ

TT series for the horizontal and vertical force coeffi-

cients are shown in figures 17(a) and (b).

It was observed from the comparative plots of the TT

series that for gusts with fg/fw of 0.1 and ug/uw = 0.1, 0.5

and 1 i.e., gust 7, 8 and 9, the TT series exhibited more

uneven fluctuations as compared to the other TT series with

higher fg/fw values. This observation was similar to that

inferred from the RR series.

3.4eRatio (RATIO): Ratio is defined as the ratio betweenDET

and RR. It is used to discover transitions in the behaviour of a

dynamic system subjected to the fact that during certain types

of transitions RR decrease, whereas DET does not change at

the same time. RATIO is computed as given in (9):

RATIO ¼ N2

PN
l¼lmin

lPe lð Þ
PN

i;j R
m;e
i;j

� �2
ð9Þ

RATIO series for the horizontal and vertical force

coefficients are shown in figure 18(a) and (b).

It was observed from the comparative plots of the

RATIO series that for gusts with fg/fw of 0.1 and ug/uw-
= 0.1, 0.5 and 1 i.e., gust 7, 8 and 9, the RATIO series

exhibited more uneven fluctuations as compared to the

other RATIO series with higher fg/fw values. This obser-

vation was similar to that inferred from RR and TT series.

3.4f Entropy (ENTR): Entropy refers to the Shannon

entropy of the frequency distribution of diagonal line

length. It is the measure of the complexity of the deter-

ministic structures in a dynamic system. ENTR is calcu-

lated as given in (10):

ENTR ¼ �
X

N

l¼lmin

p lð Þ ln p lð Þ; p lð Þ ¼
Pe lð Þ

PN
l¼lmin

Pe lð Þ
ð10Þ

Here, lmin = 2 was considered. ENTR series for the

horizontal and vertical force coefficients are shown in fig-

ures 19(a) and (b).

Figure 11. (a) Temporal variation of horizontal force coefficient for different gusts. (b)Temporal variation of vertical force coefficient

for different gusts.
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It was observed from the comparative plots of the ENTR

series that for gusts with fg/fw of 0.1 and ug/uw = 0.1, 0.5

and 1 i.e., gust 7, 8 and 9, the ENTR series exhibited more

uneven fluctuations as compared to the other ENTR series

with higher fg/fw values. This observation was similar to

that inferred from RR, TT and RATIO series.

3.4g Maximum line (Lmax): This variable deals with the

divergence of the trajectory segment. It gives information

about the range in which a segment of the trajectory is close

to one another at a different time. Length of the diagonal

lines is related to the largest positive Lyapunov exponent

and characterizes the rate of separation of the infinitesi-

mally closed trajectories in the phase space diagram. Lmax

is computed using the expression (11):

Lmax ¼ max li; i ¼ 1. . .. . .Nf gð Þ ð11Þ

Lmax series for the horizontal and vertical force coeffi-

cients are shown in figures 20(a) and (b).

It was observed from the comparative plots of the

Lmax series that for gusts with fg/fw of 0.1 and ug/uw-
= 0.1, 0.5 and 1 i.e., gust 7, 8 and 9, the Lmax series

exhibited more uneven fluctuations as compared to the

other Lmax series with higher fg/fw values. This obser-

vation was similar to that inferred from RR, TT, RATIO

and ENTR series.

3.4h Trend (TREND): Trend is a linear regression coeffi-

cient over the recurrence point density of the diagonal lines

parallel to the Line of Identity (LoI). It is a function of the

time distance between diagonals and LoI. It gives infor-

mation about the non-stationary nature in the process like a

drift. It is computed using the expression (12):

Figure 12. Phase space diagrams of horizontal to vertical force coefficient [top row: fg/fw = 1; middle row: fg/fw = 0.5; bottom row: fg/

fw = 0.1; left column: ug/uw = 1; middle column: ug/uw = 0.5; right column: ug/uw = 0.1].
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TREND ¼

PN
i¼1 i� N=2

� �

RRi � RRið Þ
PN

i¼1 i� N=2

� �2
ð12Þ

Here, hRRii is the average Recurrence rate of the ith

diagonal line. TREND series for the horizontal and vertical

force coefficients are shown in figures 21(a) and (b).

Comparative plots revealed that for gusts with fg/fw of

0.1 and ug/uw = 0.1, 0.5 and 1 i.e., gust 7, 8 and 9, the

TREND series exhibited relatively higher uneven fluctua-

tions. This observation was similar to that inferred from the

RR, TT, RATIO, ENTR and LMAX series. Standard devi-

ations of all the recurrence variables series based on the

horizontal and vertical force coefficients are computed and

tabulated in tables 5 and 6.

It was observed from tables 5 and 6 that standard deviation

values of all the recurrence variable series based on hori-

zontal and vertical force coefficients for gusts with fg/fw of

0.1 and ug/uw = 0.1, 0.5 and 1 viz. gust 7, 8 and 9 were

relatively higher as compared to that based on gusts with

higher fg/fw. However, standard deviation values of DET and

LAM series with fg/fw of 0.1 and ug/uw of 1 i.e., gust 7

exhibited noticeably higher values as compared to the gusts

with higher fg/fw and lower ug/uw. This was more promi-

nently observed for standard deviation values computed

based on the vertical force coefficient. As mentioned earlier,

high values of standard deviation of a series implied higher

uneven fluctuation of a series. These inferences endorse the

conclusions drawn from the plots of the recurrence variable

series in a more quantitative manner.

Figure 13. Global recurrence plots for different gusts [top row: fg/fw = 1; middle row: fg/fw = 0.5; bottom row: fg/fw = 0.1; left

column: ug/uw = 1; middle column: ug/uw = 0.5; right column: ug/uw = 0.1].
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Figure 14. (a) Recurrence rate series of horizontal force coeffi-

cient with different gusts. (b) Recurrence rate series of vertical

force coefficient with different gusts.

Figure 15. (a) Determinism series of horizontal force coefficient

with gusts. (b) Determinism series of vertical force coefficient with

gusts.

Figure 16. (a) Laminarity series of horizontal force coefficient

with different gusts. (b) Laminarity series of vertical force

coefficient with different gusts.

Figure 17. (a) Trapping time series of horizontal force coeffi-

cient with different gusts. (b) Trapping time series of vertical force

coefficient with different gusts.
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Figure 18. (a) Ratio series of horizontal force coefficient with

different gusts. (b) Ratio series of vertical force coefficient with

different gusts.

Figure 19. (a) Entropy series of horizontal force coefficient with

different gusts. (b) Entropy series of vertical force coefficient with

different gusts.

Figure 20. (a) Lmax series of horizontal force coefficient with

different gusts. (b) Lmax series of vertical force coefficient with

different gusts.

Figure 21. (a) Trend series of horizontal force coefficient with

different gusts. (b) Trend series of vertical force coefficient with

different gusts.
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It was thus inferred from these comparisons that DET and

LAM gave a more precise indication of the onset of unsta-

ble behaviour of the system i.e., precise gust frequency and gust

amplitude which resulted in increase of uneven fluctuations of

the force coefficientbasedwindowed recurrencevariable series.

As compared to them, the other six recurrence variables indi-

cated a specific gust frequency but a range of gust amplitude for

which the uneven fluctuations of the windowed series were

observed. Also, as compared to the standard deviation values of

the horizontal force coefficient based windowed recurrence

variable series, the values were prominently higher for the

vertical force coefficient based windowed recurrence variable

series. Hence computing vertical force coefficient based

WRQA of DET or LAM series and their standard deviations

would be adequate in capturing the uneven fluctuations and

uncertainty occurring in the recurrence variable series. More

uneven fluctuation of the recurrence variable series or higher

values of standard deviation indicated an onset of instabilities in

the force patterns of the flapping wing system due to the gusty

conditions.

4. Conclusions

Effects of a frontal gust on force patterns of the insect-

sized flapping wing in an inclined-stroke plane in 2D

reference frame for Re = 150 were assessed using Global

Recurrence Plots (GRP) and Windowed Recurrence

Quantification Analysis (WRQA). These recurrence para-

digms provided a computationally cost-effective way to

assess the possibility of an onset of unstable behaviour in

the flapping wing system under a given gusty condition.

Inferences were qualitatively made based on textures of

GRPs and quantitatively by the plots of force coefficient

based recurrence variables series and computing the

standard deviations of these series. The studies indicated

that gusts with gust frequency of an order of magnitude

lower than the flapping frequency and gust amplitude of

the order of wing’s root mean square averaged flapping

velocity caused an unstable force pattern. The onset of

instability was effectively captured qualitatively by GRPs

and quantitatively by WRQA of vertical force coefficient

and plots of the DET or LAM series and their respective

standard deviations.

Nomenclature

c wing chord length, cm

fw wing flapping frequency, Hz

f* non-dimensionalized wing flapping frequency,
1

2p
A0

cð Þ
l diagonal line

lmin minimum threshold diagonal line

m dimensional phase space trajectory

t time, sec

t* non-dimensionalized time

Table 5. Standard deviation based on horizontal force coefficient.

Gust RR DET LAM TT RATIO ENTR Lmax TREND

Gust 1 0.064 2.777 3.474 0.453 3.870 0.223 8.832 0.345

Gust 2 0.048 0.969 1.232 0.245 1.289 0.184 1.932 0.340

Gust 3 0.033 0.887 0.685 0.153 0.994 0.182 0.632 0.193

Gust 4 0.153 5.437 5.158 1.126 8.438 0.340 29.890 1.384

Gust 5 0.121 1.582 2.956 0.442 7.081 0.295 24.395 1.000

Gust 6 0.044 3.180 2.203 0.356 4.051 0.170 22.772 0.907

Gust 7 0.352 12.788 8.471 1.396 12.239 0.443 61.623 3.657

Gust 8 0.345 6.416 3.812 0.937 7.746 0.295 58.445 2.472

Gust 9 0.214 3.290 1.683 0.687 7.490 0.226 54.592 1.535

Table 6. Standard deviation based on vertical force coefficient.

Gust RR DET LAM TT RATIO ENTR Lmax TREND

Gust 1 0.272 1.751 0.687 1.236 13.451 0.606 0.843 1.900

Gust 2 0.039 1.104 1.849 0.143 2.839 0.112 0.632 0.316

Gust 3 0.026 0.723 1.075 0.093 1.304 0.059 0.422 0.157

Gust 4 0.366 8.283 7.965 1.517 12.261 0.681 28.314 2.486

Gust 5 0.091 7.299 6.719 0.498 9.992 0.480 2.998 0.667

Gust 6 0.065 1.727 1.492 0.206 2.893 0.110 1.552 0.349

Gust 7 0.797 19.800 18.691 2.380 26.484 0.893 71.536 5.249

Gust 8 0.530 7.254 6.921 2.362 15.639 0.779 41.948 3.631

Gust 9 0.188 6.564 7.866 0.887 8.970 0.348 14.744 1.270
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tw, T period of flapping in second

ug gust amplitude, m/s

uw root mean square average flapping velocity at

the tip of the wing, m/s

uResultant resultant velocity, m/s

uG gust velocity, m/s

u
?

mean free stream velocity, m/s

u~ flow velocity, m/s

ug
! velocity of the moving mesh, m/s

v length of vertical structures in recurrence plot

vmin minimum threshold vertical line

Ao stroke length of the wing, cm

B pitching angle amplitude, deg

CH coefficient of horizontal force

CV coefficient of vertical force

FDrag drag force, Newton

FHorizontal horizontal force, Newton

FLift lift force, Newton

FResultant resultant force, Newton

FVertical vertical force, Newton

Lmax maximum diagonal structure of the recurrence

plot

N length of data series

Pe lð Þ frequency distribution of the diagonal lengths l

Pe vð Þ frequency distribution of vertical length, v

R
m;e
i;j recurrence matrix of an m-dimensional phase

space trajectory and a neighbourhoods radius e

S/ source term

V� arbitrary control volume

Greek symbols

a(t) instantaneous pitching angle, deg

a0 mean pitching angle, deg

b stroke plane angle, deg

! elliptical flow domain around the wing

e neighbourhood radius

ø a scalar quantity

q fluid density, kg/m3

C diffusion coefficient
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